Career Opportunity: Bilingual Staff Pharmacist
Full-time, permanent position

Location: Hearst, Ontario

About the position

Under the direction of the Owner, the Staff Pharmacist dispenses medication according to a physician's prescription and provides the customers with expert knowledge about the terms of use and safety of the medicine. He/she works to ensure that the best treatment option has been chosen, working with health care professionals to create the most effective treatment.

Responsibilities:

- Review prescriptions to assure accuracy, to ascertain the needed ingredients, and to evaluate their suitability;
- Dispense prescriptions ensuring the medication's contraindications are clear to the customer;
- Provide information and advice regarding drug interactions, side effects, dosage and proper medication storage;
- Collaborate with other health care professionals to plan, monitor, review, and evaluate the quality and effectiveness of drugs and drug regimens, providing advice on drug applications and characteristics;
- Train and supervise Pharmacy Assistants and Technicians as assigned.

Qualifications:

- Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy degree or an advanced degree in the field of pharmacy;
- Must be licensed to practice in Part A of the Ontario College of Pharmacists registry;
- Two (2) to five (5) years experience as a community pharmacist is preferred.

Our ideal candidate:

- Sound analytical thinking, planning, prioritization, and execution skills;
- Demonstrated time management skills;
- Effective leadership skills, with a strong focus on mentoring and motivation of employees;
- A well-defined sense of diplomacy, including solid negotiation, conflict resolution, and people management skills;
- Ability to identify issues and implement creative and strategic solutions to overcome problems;
- Ability to remain calm and poised in urgent situations;
- Bilingual: French and English required.
Working Conditions:

- Interact with customers, staff, government agencies/personnel under all circumstances;
- Manual dexterity required to use desktop computer and peripherals;
- Intermittent physical activity including walking, standing, sitting and lifting;
- Flex schedule - some weekends and evenings.

What we offer:
- Group Health Benefits Plan;
- Employee discount;
- Positive work-life balance.

How to apply:

Please send your résumé to the attention of Human Resources:
- In person: 4, 9th Street, Hearst, Ontario
- Mail: Box 550, Hearst, Ontario, P0L 1N0
- Fax: (705) 372-0045
- Email: hr@novena.ca

Only those considered for an interview will be contacted.

About Hearst, Ontario: Click on the link to learn about what our beautiful Northern Ontario community has to offer! http://www.hearst.ca/en/